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Lost Letters of William Woolf

Helen Cullen

9780718189150   €14.99  ____

Joseph

Devil’s Half Mile

Paddy Hirsch

9781786493514  €14.99  ____

Atlantic

Inside the Dead Letters Depot in East

London, William Woolf is one of thirty

letter detectives who spend their days

solving mysteries: Missing postcodes,

illegible handwriting, rain-smudged ink,

lost address labels, torn packages, 

forgotten street William must follow the

clues to solve his most important 

mystery yet: the human heart.. 

FICTION

New York, 1799. Justy Flanagan returns

to his native city having spent five years

in Ireland fighting in the rebellion

against the English. Bloodied and 

battered, Justy is no stranger to 

violence. Now he must use all his skills

to uncover the truth behind his father's

murder, but while he looks so intently

at the past, it is the future that 

threatens to trip him up... 

The Love Letter

Lucinda Riley

9781509825042 €9.50    ____

Macmillan

The Love Letter is a thrilling novel full

of secrets, lies and unforgettable

twists. from the internationally 

bestselling author, Lucinda Riley.

Keeping secrets is a dangerous game .

*On Bone Bridge 

Maria Hoey

9781781998267  €9.99    _____

Poolbeg

Disobedience Tie-In

Naomi Alderman

9780241984802  €10.50   _____

Hamish Hamilton

The Break Line

James Brabazon

9781405929431  €14.99   ____

Penguin BBC

One mild September afternoon three

young girls take Violet-May's baby

brother for a walk in his pram. What

happens on Bone Bridge that day will

change all their lives forever.

"The sins of the past will not stay

buried. But who are the innocent and

who are the guilty?"

When Ronit's father dies she is called

back into the very different world of her

childhood, a world she thought she had

left far behind. From the author of The

Power, winner of the Baileys Women's

Prize for Fiction 2017.

Careless Love: DCI Banks 25

Peter Robinson

9781444786989   €17.99    ____

Hodder

Give Me Your Hand

Megan Abbott

9781509855711   €15.99     ____

Macmillan

Anomaly

Michael Rutger

9781785763991   €14.99    ____

Bonnier

Possible World

Liese O’Halloran Schwarz

9781786331199  €15.50   ____

Cornerstone

A young local student has apparently

committed suicide. Her body is found

in an abandoned car. She didn't own a

car. Didn't even drive. How did she get

there? Who moved her, and why?

Best friends at seventeen, their shared

ambition made them inseparable. Until

the day Diane told Kit her secret - the

worst thing she'd ever done, the worst

thing Kit could imagine - and it blew

their friendship apart.

Would you DARE to put this gripping,

terrifying new thriller down?

An utterly gripping thriller perfect for

fans of Dan Brown, Michael Crichton

and Stephen King. The Anomaly will

leave you breathless until the final

page has been turned . . .

Believe Me

J P Delaney

9781787472419   €15.50  ____

Quercus

In this twisty psychological thriller from

the New York Times and Sunday Times

bestselling author of The Girl Before, an

actress plays both sides of a murder 

investigation.

*Secrets of Primrose Sqaure

Claudia Carroll

9781785765261   €14.99   ____

Bonnier

There are so many stories hidden 

behind closed doors . . . 



Munmun

Jesse Andrews

9781760633455       €14.99     ____

Atlantic

ROBICHEAUX IS A HAUNTED MAN.

Detective Dave Robicheaux's

beloved wife, Molly, was cruelly

taken from him. Her killing left him

nothing but heartbreak and 

unanswered questions. Now, in the

heat of the Louisiana Bayou, he

drinks to forget.

Robicheaux

James Lee Burke

9781409176473     €10.99    ____

Orion

In an alternate reality a lot like our world,

every person's physical size is directly

proportional to their wealth. The poorest

of the poor are the size of rats, and 

billionaires are the size of skyscrapers.

Brilliant, warm and funny, this is a social

novel for our times in the tradition of

1984 or the work of Douglas Adams.

FICTION

A Double Life

Flynn Berry

9781474607025    €16.99 ____

Weidenfeld

Guilty

Laura Elliot

9780751574111    €9.50   ______

Warner

The Other Wife

Michael Robotham

9780751562811    €16.99   _____

Warner

Three Little Lies

Laura Marshall

9780751568363      €16.99   _____

Warner

Station on the Path to Somewhere

Benjamin Wood

9781471126758    €14.99   _____

S&S

A mesmerising psychological thriller

from one of the greatest crime writers

of today, Michael Robotham.

When Sasha North comes into Ellen's

life, Ellen falls under her spell. As Ellen is

welcomed into Sasha's family, she 

doesn't see the darkness that lies 

beneath their bohemian lifestyle. Not

until a brutal attack changes all their

lives forever.

Immortalists

Chloe Benjamin

9781472245007    €10.99  ______

Headline

The Red-Haired Woman

Orhan Pamuk

9780571330317    €10.50   _____

Faber

A Long Way from Home

Peter Carey

9780571338856    €10.50   ______

Faber

Irene Bobs loves fast driving. Her 

husband is the best car salesman in

rural south eastern Australia. Together

they embark upon the Redex Trial, a

brutal car race around the continent,

over roads no car can ever quite 

survive.

Force of Nature

Jane Harper

9780349142128    €9.50   _____

Abacus

FIVE WENT OUT. FOUR CAME BACK...

Is Alice here? Did she make it? Is she

safe? In the chaos, in the night, it was

impossible to say which of the four

had asked after Alice's welfare. Later,

when everything got worse, each

would insist it had been them.

Juliet Naked Tie In 

Nick Hornby

9780241985175     €10.99   ____

Hamilton

Juliet, Naked is bestselling author Nick

Hornby's moving, funny account of

life's second chances.



One Good Reason is a gripping human

drama about revenge, family secrets,

and lies that can ripple beneath the

surface of successful lives, waiting to

be disclosed.

You can escape a place. But you can't 

escape yourself. Hanna flees the scene of

a terrible crime in her native Sligo. If she

can just vanish, re-invent herself under a

new name, perhaps the police wont catch

up with her. London seems the 

perfect place to disappear. 

FICTION

Leanne and her family have many 

issues, but they all believe in second

chances. Their crazy, but idyllic home in

the rural hamlet of Ash Morley is 

somewhere friends drop in at will, and

outsiders whose lives have broken can

find a safe place. When the opportunity

arises to foster a child, Leanne is quick

to open her doors. But her generosity is

about to be put to the ultimate test.

Moulin Rouge meets Phantom of the

Opera in this spellbinding and magical

story of unrequited love and revenge.

So Much Life Left Over follows a cast of

unique and captivating characters as

they navigate the extraordinary 

interwar years both in England and

abroad.

A vengeful goddess hunts for three 

jewels: fallen stars that will give her 

endless power. To save the world, six

friends have joined forces to stop her.

Now, on the wild and beautiful coast of

County Clare, their battle reaches its 

dramatic climax. 

Lost Country

William Gay 

9780571245963   €14.99 ____

Faber

I Am Heathcliff

Kate Mosse

9780008257439   €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

16 modern fiction superstars shine a

startling light on the romance and pain

of the infamous literary pair Heathcliff

and Cathy. Short stories to stir the heart

and awaken vital conversation about

love.

Four short novels from the author of

THE FIREMAN and HORNS, ranging

from creepy horror to powerful 

explorations of our modern society.

Unremarkable Body

Elisa Lodato

9781474606356    €10.99  ____

Weidenfeld

A woman silenced by her own mother

and wronged by her husband. A

woman who lived in the shadows but

whose secrets are now coming to

light. 

Strange Weather

Joe Hill

9781473221192   €11.99   ____

Gollanz

One Good Reason

Susan Stairs

9781473618138   €9.50 ____

Hodder

That Girl

Kate Kerrigan

9781786694171   €9.50 ____

Head of Zeus

Believe In Me

Susan Lewis

9781784755614   €9.50 ____

Vintage

When the Curtain Falls

Carrie Fletcher Hope

9780751571219   €15.50 ____

Warner

First  Person

Richard Flanagan

9781784707477   €10.50 ____

Vinatge

So Much Life Left Over

Louis de Bernieres

9781911215622   €16.99 ____

Vintage

Island of Glass

Nora Roberts

9780349407883   €9.50 ____

Abacus

Suicide Club

Rachel Heng

9781473672918   €15.50 ____

Hodder



Origin

Dan Brown

9780552174169    €9.50   ____

Corgi Books

Becoming Belle

Nuala O’Connor

9780349421254    €16.99 ____

Abacus

A witty and inherently feminist novel set

in Victorian London, based on the true

story of a woman ahead of her time . . . 

FICTION

Unwanted Guest

Shari Lapena

9780593079652    €14.99  ____

Bantam

With a violent storm raging, the group

finds itself completely cut off from the

outside world. Nobody can get in - or

out. And then the first body is found .

. . and the horrifying truth comes to

light. There's a killer among them -

and nowhere to run. 

Clock Dance

Anne Tyler

9781784742447    €15.99   ____

Chatto & Windus

A bittersweet novel of hope and 

regret, fulfilment and renewal, Clock

Dance brings us the everyday life of a

woman who decides it's never too late

to change direction, and choose your

own path.

Something in the Water

Catherine Steadman

9781471167195  €14.99   ____

S&S

Prague Spring

Simon Mawer

9781408711156  €17.99  ____

Little Brown

Rules of Seeing

Joe Heap

9780008293161   €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

Teethmarks on My Tongue

Eileen Battersby

9781788543576   €10.50  ____

Head of Zeus

The perfect couple commit the 

perfect crime in this brilliant new

thriller from an extraordinary new

voice.

Nova can do many things. She can

speak five language. She can tell when

someone is lying from the sound of

their voice. She can even make an 

excellent sandwich with peaches, 

pepperoni and pickles...although she

can't convince anyone to try it.

But there's one thing Nova can't do.

She can't see. Until an operation 

restores her sight, and everything

changes.

A hugely impressive, beautifully written

debut novel narrated by an increasingly

obsessive teenager as she embarks on a

physical and psychological journey 

towards maturity.

In this mind-blowing novel, Palahniuk

fearlessly makes real the logical 

conclusion of every separatist fantasy,

alternative fact, and conspiracy theory

lurking in the American psyche. 

How can you help mankind, when

they won't help themselves? 

Welcome to Heaven Inc, and Craig's

life.

Detective Harriet Blue is clear about

two things. Regan Banks deserves to

die. And she'll be the one to pull the

trigger. But Regan - the vicious serial

killer responsible for destroying her

brother's life - has gone to ground. 

Suddenly, her phone rings. It's him.

Regan

Meet Martha Ross. She dreams of

being a singer, but she's been working

in a call centre for far too long. She's

separating from her husband, the 

father of her eighteen-month-old son.

And she's moving back home to her

parents, toddler in tow.

Life has thrown her a few lemons . . .

but Martha intends to make a gin and

tonic.

Reinvention of Martha Ross

Charlene Allcott

9780552175791   €9.50   ____

Corgi

Miracle Workers

Simon Rich

9781788160599   €9.80   ____

Profile

Adjustment Day

Chuck Palahniuk

9781787330962    €16.99  ____

Vintage

Liar Liar

James Patterson

9781780898773  €16.99  ____

Cornerstone



End Game

David Baldacci

9781447277415   €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Will Robie, highly trained assassin

and the US government's most 

indispensable asset, is called to 

London. An imminent terrorist attack

threatens the Underground and with

the US next in line, Robie is the 

perfect choice to stop it before it 

begins.

Noise Downstairs

Linwood Barclay

9781409163992     €17.99 ____

Orion

FICTION

People vs Alex Cross

James Patterson

9781784753634   €9.50   ____

Vintage

Detective Alex Cross has never been on

the wrong side of the law. Until now.

Charged with murdering followers of his

old nemesis Gary Soneji, Alex Cross 

becomes the poster child for 

trigger-happy cops. He knows it was

self-defence. Will the jury agree?...

Enemy of the State

Kyle Mills & Vince Flynn

9781471157776    €9.50   ____

S&S

The brilliant new Mitch Rapp thriller!

The enduring mystery of just who really

was behind the 9/11 attacks in America

has never been solved - but now Mitch

Rapp thinks he has the culprits in his

sights and he's out for blood.

Day of the Dead

Nicci French

9780718179694   €14.99  ____

Joseph

Missing Ones

Patricia Gibney

9780751572179   €9.50  ____

Warner

Home

Karen Dionne

9780751567410    €9.50   ____

Warner

Eighteen Below

Stefan Ahnhem 

9781784975586    €9.50   ____

Head of Zeus

After seven stunning novels, Frieda

Klein's duel with her dark nemesis 

finally comes to a climax - and only

one can make it out alive.

The hole they dug was not deep. A

white flour bag encased the little

body. Three small faces watched from

the window, eyes black with terror. 

The child in the middle spoke without

turning his head. 'I wonder which one

of us will be next?'

A car speeds through the streets of

Helsingborg. When it reaches the 

harbour, the driver keeps going, straight

into the cold, dark sea. A BODY IN THE

WATER. But it is not a suicide. The 

autopsy reveals that this man has been

dead for some time. He was murdered

two months ago, and his body has been

deep frozen. 

A seductive, sensual and sinister love

triangle set in 1930s America and 

inspired by the infamous Nabokov

marriage.

Breathtakingly tense and trip-wired

with surprises, Our Friends in Berlin is

inspired by true events. It is a story

about deception and loyalty - and

about people in love who watch each

other as closely as spies.

The discovery of a horribly mutilated

corpse launches FBI Agent Rose Blake

into a puzzling investigation. The victim

was alone at home with no signs of

forced entry. Who - or what - burnt him

to death? THE GAME BEGINS.

In A Traitor in the Family, bestselling

author, Nicholas Searle, tells a story of

shocking, intimate betrayal. Can a

treacherous act of the most personal

kind ever be, in this darkly violent

world, an act of mercy?

Traitor in the Family

Nicholas Searle 

9780241979907   €11.00   ____

Hamilton

Our Friends in Berlin

Anthony Quinn

9781787330986    €15.90  ____

Vintage

Invitation to a Bonfire

Adrienne Celt

9781408895153   €15.90    ____

Bloomsbury

Playing with Death

Simon Scarrow

9781472213426    €9.50  ____

Headline



Artemis

Andy Weir

9781785030253    €9.50   ____

Ebury

Jazz Bashara is one of the criminals.

She lives in a poor area of Artemis

and subsidises her work as a porter

with smuggling contraband onto the

moon. But it's not enough.

So when she's offered the chance to

make a lot of money she jumps at it. 

Darien: Empire of Salt

C.F Iggulden

9780718186470   €9.50 ____

Joseph

From the daring and critically 

acclaimed master of historical fiction

Conn Iggulden, DARIEN is the first

book of Empire of Salt, an epic new

fantasy series of spellbinding 

imagination . . . 

FICTION

Thin Air

Richard Morgan

9780575088566    €17.99   ____

Gollancz

Richard Morgan has always been one

of our most successful SF authors with

his fast-moving and brutal storylines,

blistering plots and a powerful social

conscience behind his work. And now

he's back, with his first SF novel for

eight years . . . and it promises to be a

publication to remember. 

Empire of Silence

Christopher Ruocchio

9781473218260   €17.99   ____

Gollancz

Hadrian Marlowe, a man revered as a

hero and despised as a murderer, 

chronicles his tale in the galaxy-spanning

debut of the Sun Eater series, merging

the best of space opera and epic fantasy.

Empire of Ashes

Anthony Ryan

9780356506456   €17.99   ____

Orbit

*Mrs Osmond

John Banville

9780241977132  €10.50   ____

Hamilton

Temptation of Gracie

Santa Montefiore

9781471169595     €16.99   ____

S&S

Mythos

Stephen Fry

9781405934138     €10.50  ____

Penguin

Armies will clash and ancient secrets

will be revealed in The Empire of

Ashes, the thrilling conclusion to 

Anthony Ryan's Draconis Memoria 

series.

Bestselling author, Santa Montefiore,

returns with an unforgettable tale of

love lost and rediscovered, set across

the beautiful landscape of Italy

Mrs Osmond is a masterly novel of 

betrayal, corruption and moral ambiguity,

from the Man Booker Prize-winning 

author of The Sea.

Thoroughly spellbinding, informative

and moving, Stephen Fry's Mythos

perfectly captures these stories for the

modern age - in all their rich and deeply

human relevance.

A scorching summer novel, set on a

lush Greek island, The Greek Escape by

bestselling author Karen Swan, is the

perfect getaway for fans of Victoria

Hislop and Santa Montefiore.

Greek Escape

Karen Swan

9781509838110  €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Last of Our Kind

Adelaide de Clermont-Tonnerre

9781473658042    €17.99  ____

Hodder

Wives

Lauren Weisberger

9780007569281  €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

Moving between Ghana and London,

Hold is an intimate, moving, powerful

coming-of-age novel. It's a story of

friendship and family, shame and 

forgiveness; of learning what we

should cling to, and when we need to

let go.

Hold

Michael Donker

9780008280352  €14.99   ____

Harper Collins



Why Mummy Swears is the much 

anticipated new novel from Gill Sims,

author of the hilarious Why Mummy

Drinks and online sensation Peter

and Jane.

Why Mummy Drinks

Gill  Sims

9780008284213  €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

FICTION



*One Day at a Time Diary 2019

Abby Wynne

9780717181391     €12.99     ____

Gill

NON FICTION

This book is the first of its kind. It is 

written in an easy to understand 

language to appeal to the widest 

possible demographic. It is also written

from a neutral point of view but in a way

that appeals to the fans of country and

Irish music. 

Useless Magic 

Florence Welch 

9780241347935    €22.50   ____

Hamilton 

Notes on a Nervous Planet 

Matt Haig 

9781786892676    €15.50   ____

Canongate 

*Happy Type of Sadness Journey... 

Kevin Martin 

9781781175828     €18.99   ____

Mercier 

Song for Bridget PB

Phyliss Whitsell

9781907324901   €9.50____

Mirror Books 

*Notes to Self Essays

Emilie Pine 

9781999700843    €15.00   ____

Tramp Press

Lyrics and never-before-seen poetry

and sketches from Florence Welch of

Florence + the Machine

The heartbreaking prequel to the 

Sunday Times bestselling 'Finding 

Tipperary Mary'. Based on the real-life

of Bridget Mary Larkin, aka Tipperary

Mary. 

Leo- Leo Varadkar 

Ryan & O’Connor 

9781785903700   €18.40 _____

Biteback 

Madonna - An Intimate Biography 

Randy J.Tarraboreilli

9781509842780   €16.99   ____

Macmillan

In the book, family, friends and 

colleagues have for the first time 

provided an exclusive 

behind-the-scenes account of Mr

Varadkar's meteoric rise to power. 

Who is the real Madonna? At the age

of sixty, she is still one of the richest

and most successful pop stars in the

world. Her provocative behaviour 

continues to generate headlines yet

she remains an enigma. Until now. 

From the 'Queen of the Indies' and star

of Christopher Guest's Waiting for 

Guffman and Best in Show, Woody

Allen's Cafe Society and Irrational Man

- and cult classics like Party Girl and

Dazed and Confused - comes an 

irreverent, hilarious, and enchanting

memoir full of personal stories,

whimsical how-tos, recipes and 

eccentric illustrations.

Stalin: Waiting for Hitler: 1929-1941

is, like its predecessor Stalin: Para-

doxes of Power: 1878-1928, nothing

less than a history of the world from

Stalin's desk.

Your’re on an Airplane 

Parker Posey 

9780349010069    €15.50 _____

Abacus 

Stalin Vol II: Waiting for Hitler 

Stephen Kotkin

9780141027951    €19.99 ____

Penguin 

From the Corner ......

Beck Dorey-Stein

9781787630888    €14.99  ____

Set against the backdrop of a White

House full of glamour, drama and 

intrigue, this is the story of a young

woman making unlikely friendships,

getting her heart broken, learning

what truly matters and discovering

her voice in the process.

50 Things That Made the Modern..

Tim Halford 

9780349142630    €11.99  ____

Abacus 

Who thought up paper money? How

did the contraceptive pill change the

face of the legal profession? Why was

the horse collar as important for

human progress as the steam engine?

How did the humble spreadsheet turn

the world of finance upside-down?



Lenin the Dictator 

Victor Sebestyen

9781474601054   €12.99  ____

Weidenfeld 

Told through the prism of Lenin's key

relationships, Sebestyen's lively 

biography casts a new light on the

Russian Revolution, one of the great

turning points of modern history.

Dare Not Linger 

Nelson Mandela 

9781509809615    €11.99    ____

Macmillan 

In 1994, Nelson Mandela became the first

president of democratic South Africa. Five

years later, he stood down. In that time, he

and his government wrought the most 

extraordinary transformation, turning a 

nation riven by centuries of colonialism

and apartheid into a fully functioning

democracy in which all South Africa's citi-

zens, black and white, were equal before

the law. 

NON FICTION

*Little Book of Galway 

Helen Lee

9781845889609    €14.99 ____

History Press Ireland 

Face to Face 

James McCaul 

9780593079126    €16.99  ____

Bantam

The Best of Times, The Worst of Times 

Michael Burleigh 

9781509847945    €11.99  ____

Macmillan

Kaiser 

Rob Smyth

9781787290259    €11.99    ____

Random 

Finding My Virginity 

Sir Richard Branson 

9780753556139    €11.99   ____

Virgin Publishing 

The iconoclastic Virgin founder is still

changing the world. Next comes

outer space.

The Little Book of Galway is a 

compendium of fascinating, obscure,

strange and entertaining facts about

County Galway. 

Incisive, robust and always insightful, The

Best of Times, The Worst of Times is both

a dazzling tour d'horizon of the world as

it is today and a surprisingly optimistic 

vision of the world as it might become.

In one of the most remarkable football

stories ever told, Kaiser graduates

from abandoned slumdog to star

striker, dressing-room fixer, superstar

party host and inexhaustible lover. 

And all without kicking a ball. 

He's not just the king... he's the Kaiser.

Wasting Your Wildcard  

David Wardale 

9781787290167   €17.99_____

Random 

*LB Of Merrion and Booterstown 

Hugh Oram 

9780750987660   €15.95  ___

History Press Ireland 

Welcome to the obsessive world of

Fantasy Football, where managers

will do anything to succeed. David

Wardale - writer for the UK's number

one Fantasy Football site, Fantasy

Football Scout - meets previous 

winners to discover how they beat

millions to the crown. 

Merrion and Booterstown is a noted 

residential area on Dublin's south side,

close to Dublin Bay. Its leafy streets cover

a multitude of historical connections. 

A reliable reference book, this can be

dipped into time and time again to reveal

something new about the people, the 

heritage and the secrets of this much 

important area. 

With the imminent arrival of her third

child, veterinary surgeon, Gillian Hick, 

decides to abandon the perils of mixed

animal practice, in a favour of setting up a

small animal practice from home. When

neighbouring farmer, John Armstrong,

drops in for a cup of tea and stays to build

the new veterinary clinic, the dream 

becomes a reality.

Open to God: Open to the World offers

a fascinating glimpse into the mind and

workings of this entirely different

Pope. 

*Vet on a Mission 

Gillian Hick 

9781788490269    €12.99 _____

O’Brien Press

Open to God 

Pope Francis 

9781472959010   €12.99  ____

Bloomsbury 

Professor Allan J. Lichtman, who has

correctly forecasted thirty years of

presidential elections, makes the case

for impeaching the 45th president of

the United States, Donald J. Trump.

The Case For Impeachment 

AllanJ. Lichtman

9780008292676    €8.99  ____

Harper Collins 



Prison Letters of Nelson Mandela 

Nelson Mandela 

9781631491177   €30.70  ____

Liveright 

Mandela's letters are organised

chronologically and divided by the

four prisons in which he was in

carcerated. Each section opens with a

short introduction to provide a 

historical overview of each of these

periods and the collection features a

foreword by Zamaswazi 

Dlamini-Mandela.

A Honeybee Heart Has Five Openings 

Helen Jukes 

9781471167713     €16.99     ____

S&S

A fascinating, insightful and inspiring 

account of a novice beekeeper's year of

keeping honeybees, which will appeal to

readers of H is For Hawk and The Outrun

NON FICTION

The Future is History is a powerful and

urgent cautionary tale by contemporary

Russia's most fearless inquisitor. 

More Together Than Alone 

Mark Nepo

9781846045868    €15.50    ____

Rider 

Station Nation 

Dr Malcom 

9781786068255    €10.50  ____

John Blake 

Future is History 

Masha Geesen

9781783784028    €11.99   ____

Granta 

Turning The Tide on Plastic 

Lucy Siegle 

9781409182986    €15.50    ____

Orion 

Briefing 

Sean Spicer 

9781785903809     €24.55  ____

Biteback 

The #1 New York Times bestselling

author of The Book of Awakening,

Mark Nepo, presents an 

empowering guide to the power of

community and why it’s essential in

our lives, now more than ever.

The Briefing taps into Spicer’s 

first-hand experience in the front row

of the Trump campaign and 

presidency, shedding new light on the

most controversial moments, sharing

stories of the personalities involved

and, ultimately, setting the record

straight.

A well-known statin sceptic and author

returns to the diet-heart cholesterol 

battlefield to warn that we are all being

conned. The entire 'cholesterol 

hypothesis' was described many years

ago as 'the greatest scam in the history

of medicine' by one of the key players

involved in setting up the hugely 

influential Framingham Study. 

How Soon is Now?

Daniel Pinchbeck 

9781786780867  €11.99 _____

Watkins 

The Thriving Child 

Dr William Stixrud

9780241298107     €17.99 ____

Hamilton 

For anyone interested in considering

how we got into this mess and how

we can get out of it, How Soon is

Now? will not disappoint ... 

Pinchbeck is an important thinker of

our time, and his is a brave and 

necessary book.

You Are The Universe offers answers

that open up new possibilities for all of

us to lead more fruitful, peaceful and

successful lives.

Making Dogs Happy is an illustrated

handbook to getting to know your

dog better for a happy and fulfilled

household. Learn how to tell what

motivates your individual dog and

you can train your dog accordingly.

Written by a veterinarian and a 

leading dog trainer, it introduces the

idea of dogmanship - the ability to 

interact with and train dogs.

You Are The Universe 

Deepak Chopra 

9781846045318    €10.99  _____

Rider

Making Dogs Happy 

Prof Paul McGreevy 

9781760634049   €16.99____

Atlantic 

How to Give Up Plastic 

Will McCallum

9780241363218    €15.50    ____

Hamilton 

This accessible guide, written by the

campaigner at the forefront of the 

anti-plastic movement, will help you

make the small changes that make a

big difference, from buying a reusable

coffee cup to running a clean-up at

your local park or beach.



Epic 

Simon Barnes 

9781471164194     €21.99     ____

S&S

This is an autobiography from which the

author, award-winning writer Simon

Barnes, has been surgically removed. He

has reported on six World Cups, seven

Olympic Games, cricket on five 

continents and more than 20 

Wimbledons, watching Diego Maradona,

Usain Bolt, Sachin Tendulkar and Roger

Federer at their peak. 

NON FICTION

Television tie-in Eat Shop Save contains

over 80 recipes to restore sanity to the

challenges of family cooking.

Focusing on the time-poor in particular,

these delicious meals will put a smile on

the fussiest of eaters and entice families

with chapters such as: Quick After Work

Suppers, Favourites with a Facelift and

Something Sweet (but good for you).

Eat Shop Save 

Dale Pinnock 

9781784725341    €17.99  ____

Mitchell Beazley 

My Diarrhe

Miranda Sings 

9781471172069     €18.99     ____

S&S

A Force For Justice reveals the story

behind the scenes, of one man 

struggling to survive in the most 

challenging of circumstances. It is a

dramatic account of a garda

sergeant's journey from a rural 

outpost into the heart of the Irish 

political and legal system.

Force for Justice 

Michael Clifford 

9781473656239    €10.99  ____

Bonnier

Tequila and mezcal are tipped to be the

hot spirits of the year, and Tequila Made

Me Do It offers everything you need to

create 60 tantalising cocktails right at

home.

Tequila Made me Do It 

Ruby Taylor 

9780008300210    €9.99  ____

Harper Collins 

A radical look at Jane Austen as you've

never seen her - as a lover of farce, comic

theatre and juvenilia. The Genius of Jane

Austen celebrates Britain's favourite 

novelist 200 years after her death and 

explores why her books make such 

awesome movies, time after time.

The Genius of Jane Austen 

Paula Byrne 

9780008225698    €9.99  ____

Harper Collins 



Mr Men. Little Miss Splendid Moves 

Roger Hargreaves 

9781405291019   €9.50   ____

Egmont

Little Miss Splendid is searching for

a new house. She visits Little Miss

Magic, Mr Busy, Mr Silly and Mr

Muddle but none of their houses are

splendid enough for this Little Miss.

Join Little Miss Splendid on her

search and peek-inside the houses of

your favourite Mr Men characters.

Honeydukes

Daphne Pendergrass

9781338253955   €11.99   ____

Scholastic 

Boogie Bear 

David Walliams 

9780008172831    €8.99 ____
Harper Collins 

Look back on the most mouthwatering

Harry Potter movie moments in this

beautiful, scented hardback, perfect for

fans of all ages.

Don't miss this hilarious follow-up to Oi

Frog! and Oi Dog! from the 

award-winning Kes Gray and Jim Field.

A brilliant rhyming read-aloud text,

jam-packed with animals and silliness -

perfect for children and parents alike.

The Cook and the King 

Julia Donaldson 

9781509813773   €13.99    ____

Harper Collins 

The Cook and the King is a 

brilliantly funny story from the 

fantastic picture book partnership of

Julia Donaldson and David Roberts,

creators of Tyrannosaurus Drip. 

Kiki and Bobo’s Birthday Surprise 

Yasmeen Ismail 

9781406380064     €13.99    ____

Macmillan

Old Hat 

Emily Gravett 

9781447274001   €8.50 ____

Macmillan

A hilarious lift-the-flap story book for

very young children starring the delightful

Kiki and Bobo.

A very funny, charming story all about

the futility of fads and the joy of finding

your own style, full of brilliantly 

inventive hats for children to spot. Old

Hat! is a fresh, colourful and punchy

book from the creator of Wolves, Dogs

and Tidy and twice-winner of the Kate

Greenaway Medal, Emily Gravett.

You’re Called What ?

Kes  Gray 

9781509821440   €8.50   ____

Macmillan

A unique and rip-roaringly funny,

tongue-twisting story full of weird

and wonderful real creatures and

facts at the end that will amaze. 

Written by Kes Gray, the bestselling,

award-winning author of Oi Frog!

and illustrated with charm and wit by

dazzling new talent, Nikki Dyson.

Harry Potter: The Marauder’s Map..

Jenna Ballard 

9781338252804     €11.99 ____
Scholastic 

CHILDRENS

Match ! Build Your Own 

Macmillan 

9781509880065    €7.40 ____
Macmillan

A Tale of Two Kitties 

Dav Pilkey

9781407186672   €10.50    ____

Scholastic 

Match! Build Your Own Club makes

you the owner of your very own football

club! You are in charge. Choose a team

name, design your kit, draw your badge,

create your mascot, pick your stadium,

select your manager and choose your

players –then use stickers to track their

progress through the football season.

"I solemnly swear that I am up to no

good." For the first time, readers can

relive all the movie magic of the Harry

Potter series with this beautiful 

guidebook to the secrets of Hogwarts,

complete with four foldout pages 

containing portions of the map. 

Wheres Wallu BOGOF Pack 2018

Walker 

9781406380231   €257.30   ____

Walker 

Oi Cat!

Kes Gray 

9781444932522   €8.50   ____

Hodder 

From Number One bestselling author

David Walliams comes a hilarious

and heartwarming picture book, 

brilliantly illustrated by the artistic

genius, Tony Ross, and read by the

author himself.



The Creakers 

Tom Fletcher 

9780141388847   €8.50   ____

Penguin Books 

Secret Seven: Mystery of the Skull 

Pamela Butchart 

9781444941531    €8.50   ____

Hodder 

*Diary Detectives 

Erika McGann

9781788490221   €7.99  ____

O’Brien Press

Solve the mystery with the Secret

Seven - everyone's favourite detective

club! A brand-new, action-packed 

Secret Seven adventure by 

prizewinning author Pamela Butchart.

Night Flights 

Philip Reeve 

9781407186771   €12.99   ____

Scholastic 

Book 3 in the Cass and the Bubble Street

Gang series! 

Return to the world of Mortal 

Engines in this new book of three

short stories about the rebellious

young aviatrix, Anna Fang, 

illustrated by Ian McQue.

All These Beautiful Strangers 

Elizabeth Klehfoth 

9780241329498   €9.50   ____

Hamilton 

*Floored 

Sara Barnard 

9781509862306    €9.50   ____

Macmillan 

Leo’s Diary 

Patricia Murphy

9781781998151     €9.99   ____

Poolbeg

CHILDRENS

Land of Stories 

Chris Colfer

9781510201361   €9.50   ____

Little Brown

Warcross 

Marie Lu 

9780241321447   €9.50 ____

Hamilton 

From #1 New York Times bestselling

author Marie Lu - when a game called

Warcross takes the world by storm, one

girl hacks her way into its dangerous

depths.

Lucky Button 

Sir Michael Morpurgo 

9781406378986  €8.50 ____

Walker 

A moving historical story inspired by

the Foundling Museum, written by 

acclaimed children's author Michael

Morpurgo and illustrated by Michael

Foreman.

A Sky Painted Gold

Laura Wood 

9781407180205    €9.50 ____

Scholastic 

Bad Boy Stole My Bra

Lauren Price 

9781785301780   €9.50 ____

Black & White 



Darkest Minds Tie In 

Alexandra Bracken

9781786540508   €9.50  ____

Quercus Kids 

The first book in the heart-stopping

The Darkest Minds trilogy, by New

York Times bestselling author of

Passenger, for fans of Divergent and

The Hunger Games.

The Survival Game 

Nicky Singer 

9781444944525   €9.50   ____

Hodder 

Find the Girl 

Lucy and Lydia Connell

9780241340271   €15.50 ____
Hamilton 

An extraordinary story about survival

and what it costs, about the power of

small kindnesses to change everything.

Written in collaboration with Katy 

Birchall, #FINDTHEGIRL is a very

modern twist on a Cinderella story.

Mortal Engines  

Philip Reeve 

9781407189147   €9.50   ____

Scholastic 

Infernal Devices 

Philip Reeve 

9781407189161   €9.50   ____

Scholastic 

Predator’s Gold 

Philip Reeve 

9781407189154   €9.50 ____
Scholastic 

CHILDRENS

Grace and Fury 

Tracy Banghart 

9781444941951    €9.50 ____
Hodder 

Never Say Die 

Anthony Horowitz 

9781406378672   €9.50 ____
Walker 

In this brand new, action-packed

adventure, Alex Rider is trying to get

his life back on track after the 

traumatic events of his last mission.

But even Alex can’t fight the past …

especially when it holds a deadly 

secret.

The Girl with the Lost Smile 

Miranda Hart 

9781444941845   €8.50  ____

Hodder 

With fabulous illustrations by 

Sainsbury's Book of the Year winner,

Kate Hindley, THE GIRL WITH THE

LOST SMILE takes you on an 

action-packed, magical journey that 

celebrates the power of the imagination,

the wonder of true friendship and is

guaranteed to make you smile.

Mr Lemoncello’s Great Library..

Chris Grabenstein 

9780141387680   €8.50 ____

Penguin Books 

Mr Penguin and the Lost Treasure 

Alex T Smith 

9781444932072    €8.50 ___
Hodder 

Indiana Jones meets Hercule Poirot in this

new Alex T. Smith series with plenty of

slapstick humour, mystery and adventure.

Highly illustrated throughout with a 

striking black and orange design.

Moonrise 

Sarah Crossan

9781408867815    €9.50 ____
Bloomsbury 



Mirror Mirror 

Cara Delevinge 

9781409172765   €9.50  ____

Orion 

From international supermodel and

actress Cara Delevingne comes a

powerful debut novel about 

friendship, identity and the fact that

appearances can be deceiving...

More Happy Than Not 

Adam Silvera 

9781471175848   €9.50   ____

S&S

Theatrical 

Maggie Harcourt 

9781474940689   €9.80 ____
Usbourne 

In his twisty, gritty, profoundly moving

New York Times bestselling-debut,

Adam Silvera brings to life a charged,

dangerous near-future summer in the

Bronx.

Riverdale High Student Handbook

Scholastic 

9781338298956   €9.50   ____

Scholastic 

Give Peas a Chance 

Rob Biddulph 

9780008207441   €15.90  ____

Harper Collins 

Happy Hatchday 

Rob Biddulph 

9780008207434   €8.50 ____
Harper Collins 

CHILDRENS

The Storm Keppers Island 

Catherine Doyle 

9781408896884    €8.50 ____
Bloomsbury 

A Darkling Plain

Philip Reeve 

9781407189178   €9.50 ____
Scholastic 

Minecraft Guide to PVP Minigames 

AB Mojang 

9781405288965    €11.99  ____

Egmont 

Boys Underwater 

Adam Baron 

9780008267018   €8.50 ____

Harper Collins 

Mary Poppins 

P.L. Travers 

9780007286416    €8.60 ___
Harper Collins 

Aliens Invaded My Talent Show

Matt Brown 

9781474933667    €8.60 ____
Usbourne  


